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In moments of inspirational connection and openness, lovely worlds 
would summon us to explore them, so we entered and learned about 
the creatures that inhabited those worlds made of patterns, melodies 
of dreams and obsessions. We are glad they let us in, and they let us 
learn about their stories. Here they are now, out in the open, ready to be 
explored and to inspire. 

Although sometimes it seemed to us that we are talking about one thing 
alone, sending unique message, these worlds were entered from different 
doorways, in different periods, and they changed and developed just like 
we did. Earthly-measuring-wise said, they were created from February 
2012. until April 2013. It was lovely to roam around, and we are looking 
forward to go back again.

We hope you will enjoy visiting these places, too!

Ella & Kostja
Sarajevo, April 2013











I am the keeper, the sleeper in the stormy night
I am the believer, the one to be blessed as knight













What world offers me is all bullshit and void
All those empty pretty things I passionately avoid
For a daisy in the field of machines I long
The one that lucidly shines and would be considered as wrong
So try no more my loved ones, I’m gone
Possibilities to be considered are none!













When all the fields of lavender are gone 
And no more butterflies are to be seen in world
When all the seas and mountains are forgotten and there’s just void
When all the beauties that existed are destroyed
One echo will pulse throughout the universe, beyond and above
It will make the whole life worth the deepest bow
Love













Never could I meet my heart
Never could I trust my breath
Never could I live my thoughts
Never could I risk the chance
Chance to stay, chance to end
And to love to pretend





















Hush little baby, go back to sleep
Mommy’s gonna bring you in dreams so deep
Avalanche will break if you are awake
And world’s gonna smash the chains of ache
In longing for freedom it will turn in chaos and mess
It will cause big heads huge amounts of stress
So sleep little baby, do never wake up
And life’s gonna give you a chocolate cup





































Glimpses of Comfort 
Afterword by Šefik Tatić 

  An array of intimate stories and paranoid figures Glimpses of Comfort 
feature, at first sight produce an impression that the worlds these figures 
inhabit are the worlds completely structured by their own obsessions 
and perceptions. Whether the general mood is dystopian or existentialist,  
Glimpses does not exclusively feature glimpses of insight into the perceptive 
framework of the protagonists, but it features a spectrum of glimpses into 
the world(s) that structured the same protagonists. 

  Hence, although it might seem that a variety of obsessive figures that 
exercise compulsive behaviours comprise (micro) worlds Glimpses depict, 
it is more likely that these worlds are actually an effect of a strong feeling 
of discomfort produced by the world the comic book was made in. In that 
sense, it feels that the narrative structure of this comic book features a 
projection of a hypothetical situation in which the protagonists are dealing 
with the effects of refusal of the possibility of having a possibility (“There is 
nothing out there. But void” Autumn Love Story). 

  On the other hand, the void as a verbalization of the “outside” is being 
accepted as an un-escapable fact, an axiom that provides purpose to pseudo 
- romanticized forms of withdrawal into the confines of the cognitive 
intimacy. (“It became a bit complicated when there was no room for new 
shelves and then there was no room for him either” - Or All the Worlds with 
Bottles).  

  These strong, apparently contradictory aspects actually form the kernel of 
a narrative structure that tackles the limits of the subjective interiority and 
the incoherence of the outer, producing as a result a short circuit (“Maybe 
because I used to love it so much when it was alive” - Sleep Museum) 
between these two paradigmatic spatialization as a place on which Glimpses 
narrative structure resides. 

  The intimate as an ultimate form of the outer, and the outer as an ultimate 
form of dealing with the cognitive interiority might look as a straight 
out paradox, but it is exactly this paradox that formats the shape of a 
predicament Glimpses are dealing with. This origin of this predicament does 
not, however, lie within the boundaries of the comic book’s narration, but in 
the social, political and ideological environment (capitalist democracy) in 
which the Glimpses were created. 



 Thus, this comic book does not, as it might seem, glorify the autistic 
sensibility or the ultimate adequacy of the cognitive interiority (“I do not 
remember going out at all” - Sleep Museum), but it offers a critique of the 
dominant forms of emancipation (“I hate museums” – Sleep Museum) in 
modern liberal democracy.

  The critique of possibility as a critique of the format in which possibility 
is actually a form of (political) impossibility provides, in this sense, an 
interpretation of the format in which comfort is being defined as hegemonic. 
In this sense Didi (This Funny Story) did not laugh not because he was 
cynical, deprived of joie de vivre or because everything was pathetic, but 
because he rejected the format of possibilities as a format of reorganization 
of impossibilities (“Possibilities to be considered are none!” - This Funny 
Story).

Hence, because Glimpses depict comfort as a form of discomfort, the comic 
book it self could be seen as a form of critique of format of freedom liberal 
capitalist democracy universalizes as the freedom.

Šefik Tatlić is a theoretician in the fields of political philosophy, sociology and 
cultural critic. His works have been published in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Slovenia, Serbia, Austria, Romania, USA, Italy, Germany and Sweden. Recent 
publications include co-authoring (with Marina Gržinić) of an essay Global 
Capitalism’s Racialization/s (De-Artikulacija, Pančevo), an essay Colonialism in 
Southeast Europe, an essay Temporal Depoliticization of Modernity (JugoLink, 
Berlin), an essay Redefinition of Democracy as Reinvention of Capitalism (Odjek 
magazine, Sarajevo); an essay titled Out with the Scene - Open Culture as a Model 
of Separation from Capitalist Regime of Production (for Terminal Festival Sarajevo, 
ultrainput.com).



We would like to thank our friends and first 
readers who supported us while we worked on 
these comics: 
Andreas, Šeki, Džemko, Aida, Gigo, Sara, 
Vanja, Amir, Hari, Nenad, Boris, Mimi, 
Kostja’s little sister Dijana and Ella’s “little” 
brother Alen, Mina, Camilla, Bojan, Vuk 
and his parents Dragana & Nebojša, Emir & 
Filip from “Drugi Ugao”, Marijan, Laila and 
Vedran.

Also thanks for spreading our comics online: 
Helly Cherry webzine - www.hellycherry.com 
Komikaze webzine - www.komikaze.hr  
Stripovi.com web comics - www.stripovi.com
and Association for Culture and Art CRVENA

And all of you, future readers we are about to 
meet...






